
AN ELITE CAFEMEDIA FINANCE PUBLISHER

What I Can Do For You

Project 24 was designed to help people at every level to improve

their skills as Content Creators and Internet Entrepreneurs to better

provide for themselves and their families

Get Traffic

Learn how to pick the right topics, write

helpful and SEO-Optimized content, and rank

higher in search to get more people on your

site.

Improve Rankings

Using our methods of search analysis,

answer targets, and original content, boost

your rankings in search, increasing visibility

to your site.

Make More Money

Learn all the best strategies for earning an

income from your site with proven methods

like optimizing ads, maximizing affiliate

marketing, and creating info products and

memberships.

Get Help

Attend a live Mastermind event to get your

questions answered and gain access to the

amazing Project 24 community full of others

who have successfully done what you’re

trying to do right now.

Grow Your Business

Learn how to identify what is and isn’t

working to ensure that every piece of your 

content on the web is working for you and

helping your achiever your financial goals.

Collaborate

Connect with other content creators in your

industry and find opportunities to work

together to grow your business.

What’s Inside Project 24:

The Full Blogging System 

Success in online business is rarely a matter of luck;

it can actually be very predictable and repeatable.

Every content creator needs…

1. the right niche for them

2. the right topics for content

3. the right execution

The Blogging System in Project

24 is designed to help you

master all 3!

When you combine those skills with the right

process you have a formula for a blog that grows

and makes money, predictably. That’s my aim with

The Project 24 Blogging System, which includes: 

! A Complete Blogging Process

Our step-by-step process for blogging that’s

been proven now by hundreds of successful

bloggers to take a site from brand new, or

wherever you are right now, to making a full-

time income+

" Topic Selection for Success

We call it “Search Analysis” but it’s our method

for how we repeatedly select article topics that

we’re confident will succeed BEFOREHAND, no

matter how established your site is.

# Site Monetization

We’ll show you have to monetize your website–

REALLY make money–using methods you’ve

probably never even considered in conjunction

with whatever you’re considering already

$ Live Virtual Masterminds

We host live masterminds regularly (usually

several per week) so that you can get questions

answered directly from me or the team, as well

as find help and collaborate with other Project

24 members. 

% Members-Only Podcast

We publish an insider-only podcast talking

about our experiences, industry trends, and

warnings BEFORE we talk about them our

YouTube channel—and there’s a lot from these

podcasts that never makes it to YouTube. 

& Amazing & Active Community

Building a website to a full-time income is hard

work, and most people will quit before they

make it.

What’s missing is often the right support system.

Our Project 24 community is AWESOME for that.

Seriously, people are posting questions,

answers, success stories, and encouragement

almost constantly!

Members tell us all the time that the community

alone is worth the whole cost.

Take a Look Inside

-Full Tour of Project 24-

Take a Tour of Project 24!
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Additional Resources in

Project 24:

! The YouTube System

If building an audience quickly is important to you, I can’t

stress enough how valuable YouTube is right now.  You

can jump-start your online income potential by choosing

to build a YouTube channel instead of or in conjunction

with your blog.  It’s an incredible way to build a brand

and establish rapport.

In The Project 24 YouTube System we guide you through 7

phases of YouTube growth to help you build an audience

quickly and sustainably. 

' Battleship

Method

The ideal is to create

perfect content from

the start.  But without

perfect data, it’s tough

to do.  But as you

publish content and

see how it performs,

you get actionable

data.  The Battleship

Method is how we use

that data to optimize

our site content.

" Authority with

E.A.T.

Authoritativeness is

increasingly important

when trying to rank on

Google.  In this course

we’ll show you how to

take a brand new site

with no reputation and

build authority with E-

A-T.

( Info Product

Course

Creating your own

information

product(s) is one of

the most profitable

options for any

YouTube channel, and

we have an entire

course dedicated to

teaching how to build,

market and sell your

own. 

) Affiliate

Marketing

Course

Another GREAT option

for channel makers

like you is to utilize

affiliate marketing, so

that when you

recommend a product

or service on your

channel, you get a

commission. The tricky

part is doing it well,

and we made an

entire course to help

with that.

Even if this only got you to success one WEEK sooner, your investment will have paid off.

P U R C H AS E  -  $ 4 4 9  F O R  A N  E N T I R EP U R C H AS E  -  $ 4 4 9  F O R  A N  E N T I R E

Y E A R !Y E A R !

And just $249 per year after that!

I ' M  U N S U R E  -  M O R E  I N F O

Project 24 Reviews
From Our Members

2:10

“I’m in the program, and I love it. I’m ahead of
schedule based on their results expectation page (I
started late March 2018 and am getting increasing

organic traffic). These guys know their stuff and
want you to succeed.”

Ecuador Abroad

Project 24 Member

“Ok I’ve joined this week and this course is
incredible. You can’t succeed without this and

especially the community that comes with it. Is it
worth it? Yes without doubt. Believe me it certainly

is.”

Mower Man

Project 24 Member

Results mentioned not typical, and your business is not guaranteed to succeed.  Creating a business requires

hard work, time, and skill.

Answers to Your Questions

How much does the membership

cost?

Project 24 costs $449 for your first entire year.  If you

choose to continue on with the course (cancel

anytime), each successive year is auto-renewed at

only $249.  This isn’t the type of course where we ditch

you after purchase.  We charge per year because the

course gets new content ALL. THE. TIME!

Does this system work for someone

outside the United States?

You bet!  In fact, we haven’t done the actual survey to

know the numbers, but we’d estimate that we have

more customers outside the United States than inside

the United States.  You name a country, we’ve probably

had a member there.

Is Project 24 a guarantee of success?

Absolutely not.  Your business will succeed only based

on your skill and effort in building your business.  While

we do our best to provide you with the best direction for

your Youtube channel, no business is guaranteed. 

“Project 24” is not a guarantee of success–especially

not in any particular time-frame.  We use the name

“Project 24” to refer to the goal of some people to create

a business in 24 months that replaces their day job, but

this is a goal and not a promise or guarantee of this

success.  Creating a successful business requires skill,

hard work, and time.

What will happen when I join?

When you click the button to join now, you’ll be taken to

the page to register for Project 24.

Immediately after you get registered, you’ll be taken to

a web page with an explanation of how to navigate all

the resources in Project 24.  You’ll have immediate

access to all of the course content in Project 24, the

community, the podcast, and all of the other resources

we’ve created for you.

From then on, you’ll just go straight to

incomeschool.com to log in and learn!

Does this system work for someone

with an established site?

Yep!  We have lots of veteran site owners in Project 24. 

Generally, we recommend you go through the 60-steps

course pretending your site is brand new–even if it’s

established.  On step 1 where you install WordPress, you

just skip it.  On step 2 we recommend our plugins and

you just check your site to see if you have the

functionality you need.  After the first 5 steps of setting

things up, the course becomes 100% applicable.  You’ll

write a new batch of content on your site to build traffic.

But more than building traffic, there’s a ton more in

Project 24.  Ricky’s course on monetizing with ads could

significantly improve your income no matter how big or

small your site is.  The Project 24 Podcast Season 2 is all

about scaling a site by hiring writers for cheap, which is

totally applicable to you.

Plus, we have many advanced internet marketers in the

Project 24 community who have been around the block

more than once.  You’ll be able to learn from them and

share your knowledge with others.

How much will I interact with Ricky

and the team?

Ricky and the rest of the Project 24 team are very active

in the Project 24 community.  They usually reply about

50 times per week on people’s questions to help them

out.

However, you shouldn’t expect Project 24 to be an

individual mentorship.  It isn’t.  Ricky spends most of his

time creating resources for community as a whole.  He

creates courses, works on the podcasts, and builds his

own sites to learn new techniques to share.

Most of the answers you get in the community will be

from other members who have been through what

you’re asking about and will share their knowledge. 

Ricky will also comment on many of your questions.

We care very much about our students.  We aren’t one

of those online courses where you get ditched the

instant they get your money.  Ricky and the rest of the

team have been known to go way beyond the call of

duty to help individuals, but you shouldn’t expect a

private mentorship in the course.

ASK A QUESTION

True Beginners

For those of you starting a blog for the first

time, you’ll find a step-by-step process to

walk you through everything you need to do

to have a successful site.  You’ll see how to

set up WordPress, install the right plugins,

set up your site for SEO, and write the right

type of content to reliably get traffic.

Those Who Have Tried and

Failed

One of the largest groups of people in

Project 24 are those who have tried and

failed with internet marketing and taking

courses from “gurus.”  We hear from them

all the time, and it’s really exciting when we

hear from some of them who are finally

succeeding.

Project 24 is a step-by-step process.  There

are SO many tiny things you have to

remember and do right if you want a site to

succeed, and while many courses share

good tips, they leave you hanging by

skipping over other important details.

We have had hundreds of people go

through Project 24.  Every time we see one

of their sites and something they missed,

they go back to the 60-steps and make

sure it’s in there so no one will make that

mistake again.  The course receives almost

weekly updates.

We know you feel jaded at this point about

internet marketing, but you KNOW there is

huge potential.  We have helped many

people in your exact same situation to get

to success.  Put us to work for you.

Advanced Internet

Marketers

You’ll learn the up-to-the-moment cutting-

edge internet marketing techniques in the

Project 24 Podcast.  Ricky and Jim share in

season one how they took Camper Report

from $2,000/month and changed the

monetization to get it to $8,000 per month.

In season 2 of the podcast, we share

EVERYTHING about Project Rexburg: costs of

writing an article, how to scale with

freelance writers, and more.  You’ll learn

how to scale up your blogging

operation.  But, there’s a lot more.  Many of

the courses in Project 24 are absolutely

applicable to you.  The courses on

monetizing with ads, affiliate merketing and

info product, The Battleship Method, EAT,

Winning Snippets, and others are especially

important.

The Blogging Course will have some steps

you can fly through (for example how to set

up WordPress), but will also include

important things that will be new to you. 

We have several videos showing our exact

keyword research process and what types

of keywords generate our best results.

I ' M  U N S U R E - M O R E  I N F O

The Project 24 System

B U Y  N OW  -  $ 4 4 9  F O R  A  Y E A R !B U Y  N OW  -  $ 4 4 9  F O R  A  Y E A R !

Then only $249 for each additional year

Would your site be more likely to
succeed by putting our experience to

work for you?
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